What We Did This Past Week
A lot of work on ESAPI for PHP documentation, and on the ESAPI for PHP Google Code Wiki.
Created a PPT version of the design patterns document.
Coordinated with Jim on next steps for ESAPI for Java install guide and release notes.

What We Plan To Work On Next Week
Update ESAPI for Java installation guide with additional information and procedures provided by the ESAPI development team.
Continue work on ESAPI documentation as priorities dictate.

Current Assignments
ESAPI for Java 2.0 Documentation Assignments
Installation Guide  Patrick Thomas  Mike Boberski
Release Notes  Patrick Thomas  Mike Boberski
ESAPI WAF Configuration Guide  TBD—Arshan?
Sample Code  TBD—?

ESAPI for PHP Alpha Documentation Assignments
Installation Guide  Mike Boberski
Release Notes  Mike Boberski

Where To Go From Here
OWASP is the premier site for Web application security. The OWASP site hosts many projects, forums, blogs, presentations, tools, and papers. Additionally, OWASP hosts two major Web application security conferences per year, and has over 80 local chapters. The OWASP web site can be found here.

Questions or comments? E-mail Mike Boberski
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